
B Academy is a CPD accredited organization that shares and disseminates knowledge in worldwide
standards. It was founded in 2018 with the aim of sharing its 20 years of experience in medical aesthetics,
plastic aesthetics, and surgery with other doctors through expert trainers and mentors. B Academy, which
organizes workshops and seminars in the country and abroad to respond to all levels of expertise, brings
together the latest technologies and the newest treatment methods with specialist doctors who are willing to
learn and improve themselves.

Please click for more information: https://www.doctorbacademy.com/about/ 

ABOUT B ACADEMY

 

WHAT ARE WE DOING?

Workshops on Personalized Medical Aesthetics

Group Medical Aesthetics Workshops

Shadow Programs

Webinars
E-Learning Programs
B Academy Experts Aesthetics Hybrid Seminars

Aestheticstanbul International Live Surgery Hybrid Symposium

WORKSHOPS ON 
'PERSONALIZED' MEDICAL AESTHETICS

Through personalized workshops we offer in a clinical setting, we
bring together doctors from all over the world with the newest
technology and novel treatment procedures.

Please click for more information:
https://www.doctorbacademy.com/courses-category/face-to-face/ 

GROUP MEDICAL AESTHETICS WORKSHOPS

In the group workshops we organize, we bring together the
experts in their fields with the latest trends and techniques in
non-invasive applications.



SHADOW PROGRAMS

Participating physicians learn how an Aesthetic Doctors interacts with patients,
performs consultations and procedures, and even how creates customized
treatment programs.

Please click for more information:
https://www.doctorbacademy.com/shadow-program/

E-LEARNING PROGRAMS

B Academy offers e-learning programs to doctors who want to learn new
and trendy techniques in the fields of Lip Masterclass, Fox Eyes, and
Incisionless Otoplasty, which they can attend whenever they want.

Please click for more information:
https://www.doctorbacademy.com/courses-category/e-learning/

B Academy provides CPD certification for professionals
CPD is the holistic commitment of professionals towards the
enhancement of personal skills and proficiency throughout their
careers. By the achievement of B Academy workshops you will
earn more CPD points for your aesthetics career

B ACADEMY PROVIDES CPD CERTIFICATION FOR PROFESSIONALS



EXPERTS
PRESENTS

Aesthetics Hybrid Seminars

 
B Academy Experts presents, world-renowned, award-winning medical aesthetics pioneers to share
their knowledge and experience with plastic surgeons, medical aesthetic doctors, dermatologists and
all of those who want to improve their facial aesthetics skills. Our aim is to share new and trendy
techniques that raise aesthetic standards to the highest from the best in the field. 

Throughout the seminars, participating doctors gain substantial experience in basic, intermediate and
advanced level aesthetics treatments and aesthetics knowledge. With the objective of developing a
100% satisfied patient portfolio with clinical excellence. 

In the B Academy experts workshops, we are proud to bring to our attendees the world’s best
renowend experts in all the leading topics of medical aesthetics and plastic surgery. 

B Academy Experts Aesthetics Seminars also allows individuals to engage in the program virtually
from anywhere in the world.

Please click for more information: https://www.doctorbacademy.com/b-academy-experts/ 

WHAT ARE B ACADEMY EXPERTS SEMINARS?

DR. RAJ ACQUILLA
15-16 APRIL 2022, ISTANBUL

 

It will be held with the presentation of Beauty
Creator Cosmetic Dermatologist Dr. Raj Acquilla,
who is one of the world's leading practitioners in
facial aesthetics and a world-renowned expert in the
science and art of beauty.

The topic of his seminar will be ‘Facial Structure-
The Art of Beauty’.
In this 2-Day seminar, participants will be able to
observe how patients interact, how consultations
and procedures are conducted, and even how
personalized treatment plans are created.

Virtual Registration         € 300,00
In Person Registration     € 590,00

Please click for more information:
https://www.doctorbacademy.com/experts-
aesthetics-seminar-dr-raj-acquilla/

https://www.doctorbacademy.com/b-academy-experts/
https://www.doctorbacademy.com/b-academy-experts/
https://www.doctorbacademy.com/experts-aesthetics-seminar-dr-raj-acquilla/


EXPERTS
PRESENTS

Aesthetics Hybrid Seminars

 

It will be presented by Doctor Shino Bay Aguilera,
multi-award winning, internationally known
cosmetic dermatologist, dermatologic surgeon,
and cosmetic laser expert who is board certified
by the American College of Osteopathic
Dermatology and holds a fellowship in
dermatology.

He will talk about Collagen Biostimulators.
This two-day seminar is an excellent opportunity
for those interested in learning about his real
expertise in valuing unique patient requirements,
as well as his 
creativity in generating natural rejuvenation and
restoring youthful appearances.

Virtual Registration          € 300,00
In Person Registration     € 590,00

Please click for more information: 
https://www.doctorbacademy.com/experts-
aesthetics-seminar-dr-shino-bay-aquilera/

DR. SHINO BAY AGUILERA
27-28 AUGUST 2022, ISTANBUL

45 DAY ACCESS TO VIEW VIRTUALLY!
Physicians for the virtual module will also receive additional access for 45 days to revisit lectures
and live procedures at their convenience which will be chaptered into segmented components
allowing for easy review for 45 days after the seminar is over. Join Us in person or virtually!

https://www.doctorbacademy.com/course/experts-aesthetics-seminar-dr-shino-bay-virtual/
https://www.doctorbacademy.com/course/experts-aesthetics-seminar-dr-shino-bay-in-person/
https://www.doctorbacademy.com/experts-aesthetics-seminar-dr-shino-bay-aquilera/


Aestheticstanbul is an international live surgery symposium in which world-renowned plastic, aesthetic, and
reconstructive surgeons come to Istanbul to lecture symposium participants about the latest trends, techniques,
and treatment methods.

This year's symposium will be place in the Fairmont Quasar Hotel from November 4-6, 2022  with a far more
comprehensive program and participation from world-renowned doctors. The Honorary President of the
Aestheticstanbul 2022 Symposium will be Prof. Dr. Foad Nahai. This year as well as previous year,
Aestheticstanbul will be simultaneously broadcast to the whole world simultaneously as E-Symposium.
Participants who register online will be able to attend live surgeries and scientific sessions at the same time.

You can view the details on our website (https://aestheticstanbul.com/aestheticstanbul-2022/) and social media
channels (https://www.instagram.com/aestheticstanbul/?igshid=l38dhj9cu4da).

IN-PERSON REGISTRATION FOR SURGEONS
This event is only open to plastic surgeons

Early Registration
1000 €
After October 10, 2022
1500 €

IN-PERSON REGISTRATION FOR RESIDENTS 
This event is only open to plastic surgery residents

Early Registration 
450 €
After October 10, 2022
600 €

VIRTUAL REGISTRATION
09:00 am – 06:00 pm GMT +3

300 €

Aestheticstanbul is accredited by ISAPS (International Society of
Aesthetic Plastic Surgery).

ISAPS ENDORSED INTERNATIONAL LIVE SURGERY AESTHETICS SYMPOSIUM

45 DAY ACCESS TO VIEW
VIRTUALLY!
Physicians for the virtual module will
also receive additional access for 45
days to revisit lectures and live
procedures at their convenience which
will be chaptered into segmented
components allowing for easy review
for 45 days after the seminar is over.

https://aestheticstanbul.com/aestheticstanbul-2022/
https://www.instagram.com/aestheticstanbul/?igshid=l38dhj9cu4da


Who can participate in our workshops, seminars and events?
Plastic surgeons, dermatologists, medical doctors, aesthetics doctors and general practitioners who are
interested in regenerative medicine procedures who has national board certification.

Our social media accounts and the links of the courses, seminars and events are presented below
for your information;

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/doctorb.academy/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/doctorbacademy
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/b-academy-9164b51ba
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG2Bxl0eGrIxz1qGF--J3QA 
 

 
For Any Questions

Contact us at info@doctorbacademy.com 

Beliz Begüm YILMAZ 
Email: begum@doctorbacademy.com
Phone: +90 549 365 23 13 

Buket TANRISEVEN
Email: buket@doctorbacademy.com
Phone: +90 549 810 24 61

https://www.instagram.com/doctorb.academy/
https://www.instagram.com/doctorb.academy/
https://www.facebook.com/doctorbacademy
https://www.facebook.com/doctorbacademy
http://linkedin.com/in/b-academy-9164b51ba
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG2Bxl0eGrIxz1qGF--J3QA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG2Bxl0eGrIxz1qGF--J3QA

